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 Hardware: Does your computer have 16GB of RAM, and is it 64-bit? This is an absolute minimum for AirServer. If you are not
planning on upgrading in the foreseeable future, 128GB will work just fine. If you want to be able to play games at the highest
settings, you will need at least 16GB of RAM. With regards to hard drive space, we recommend at least 1TB, and preferably
2TB. You can always upgrade your drive in the future, but there's no way to downgrade it. Wifi: When selecting a router, it's

important to select one that is not specifically made for using AirServer. There are several different models of routers that are
AirServer compatible, and each has unique requirements and benefits. For instance, some routers that claim to be AirServer

compatible will not activate Windows and your computer will not be able to find them. There are also a few models that claim
to support AirServer, but won't actually make use of it. You can try out a few different models to see which one works best for
you, but it's important to note that the ability of your router to activate AirServer is not in any way a factor in choosing one over
the other. AirServer also requires a router to be paired with the PC in question. AirServer will not recognize a new router if it is

already paired with a computer, even if it is using the same WiFi network. What is the minimum resolution you support?
AirServer is built for hi-def gaming, but as a free software solution it will never be able to compete with native PC games. We

recommend at least a 1080p screen, though 1920x1080 is the bare minimum. Should I buy a second monitor? We don't
recommend it, but if you do have a second monitor, it can sometimes help with multi-monitor setups. How to install: You can
use the build in installation method or we have setup a manual method here Manual Install: Download the AirServer installer

from the links at the top of this article. Run the installer and follow the instructions to install AirServer on your computer. You'll
be prompted for your password, and will be asked to enter your administrative password at the time of the next reboot. Build in

Install: If you don't have access to a second monitor, or if you don't want to have to follow the manual install 82157476af
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